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Author Note: Although this series is loosely connected to The Billionaire's Obsession series, it

stands alone and can be read without reading The Billionaire's Obsession series. But this is a

steamy alpha billionaire romance, so skip it if you dislike sensual romance and explicit language.

****Includes The Billionaire's Obsession ( complete Simon & Kara's story) as a bonus***Trace and

Eva's story: My name is Eva Morales, and I was one step away from being homeless when Trace

Walker came into my life. I want to hate him because of my past, but I end up making what I

consider a "devil's bargain" with the arrogant young billionaire instead. Really, I have no choice. It's

either take the work he's offering or starve, and I've been hungry long enough.  I didn't think being

his fake fiancee for the holidays would be a difficult job, but it ends up more complicated than I ever

imagined, and I see a whole new side of Trace once he lets his guard down. He's haunted by his

past--just like me, But there are things I can never tell him, secrets I don't dare reveal.  Eventually, I

find myself in a difficult situation because our volatile attraction to each other won't be denied.

Should I tell him the truth, or do I finish the job he's paying me for and walk away with my secrets

still hidden, my pride still intact? He's paying me enough for this job to take care of myself once it's

over. I've always been alone, and I always thought I preferred it...until I met Trace. I'd have to put

everything on the line to be honest with him, but he very well might be the first man who is worth the

risk. Honestly, I'd be endangering more than just my pride. I could handle feeling like a loser,

because I've pretty much felt that way my entire life. What really terrifies me is being vulnerable and

the possibility of ending up with a shattered heart....
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Oh yummy yummy!!! Strong, controlling alpha with a kind & gentle heart that he doesn't know he

has & beautiful, intelligent, strong woman who doesn't know how amazing she truly is. I just loved

this book. I devoured it in one sitting & read all over again straight away. J.S Scott is brilliant. I just

love all the books she writes.

This was a surprise book, but what a wonderful surprise!!! Trace and Eva are so wonderful together.

They each have so much heartache but together their lives just seem to gel. If you love romances

this is one you don't want to miss. Jan's books are well worth the price to keep in your library and

read over and over again!

I received a copy in return for an honest review.The story was so sweet. A kind of urban Cinderella

that was unusual, but endearing. I really enjoyed Eva as a character. She was really earthy and kind

and just all around good. She had some skeletons, but nothing that our hero couldn't fix. I did find

some issues with her history and considering she is a minority character. That was almost offensive

and kind of predictable from the start when she said she was half-latino. I was expecting something

more and then when the big reveal came, I was mildly irritated that I was right, but nothing to be

overly perturbed about. The hero is a hunky and endearing alpha. He had his own issues to sort

through and I was in tears watching him help Eva through her trials and watching him come to grip

with his own past. The story was darker and deals with some topics some people might not like in

their romances, but the HEA is delivered perfectly. A great story with superb deliver as always.

This was a fantastic surprise! I already have the next two billionaire romances pre ordered and am

anxiously awaiting their arrivals. But then today I see on Facebook that there is a surprise book! Not

only that, it's a full-length book! I finished it in one sitting and was not disappointed. As always, Ms

Scott delivers a sexy, fun alpha male romance. I can only hope the other 2 Walker brothers get their



own stories. Dane especially deserves his HEA! This book will be added to my re-read list!

I received this book for an honest review.I loved Trace and Eva's story.The pain they both have to

overcome is tremendous.She has a past that she is ashamed of and it keeps her from surviving like

she should be able to. It also stops the plans she had for after graduation.The heartache and

responsibilities put on Trace's shoulders at such a young age is something he needs to learn how to

handle.They were meant for each other.

This book was incredible. I finished it in a single day because I literally could not put it down. The

book features trace and Eva's story. Eva is one of the most honest characters I've read in a long

time. I love that there were so many times that a situation could have been really bad but because

she was honest throughout everything, it always worked out in her favor. This is a great book to

read, do yourself a favor and read it. Although it does mention some characters in previous books

by this author, it is not necessary to have read any other book before starting with this one.

Although, you'll love the other books as much as you love this one!

Loved these characters, Trace and Eva both of them have a past that has been difficult and it's left

them both in places in their lives at an early age they didn't ask for. Trace is a very domineering

man who lives for his company and protecting his brothers. Some how this has turned him into a

man he doesn't even recognize anymore.Eva is passionate and strong willed woman, I love this

about her. She is so determined to make something out of her life and get herself out of the

problems that have plagued her. This is a steamy read with a lot of heart, I can't wait to see what

happens next.

JS Scott is a genius when it comes to writing hot, sweet, sexy, romantic novels. I am addicted to her

books. I enjoyed this book. I can not wait for Sebastian and Danes story. Ms JS Scott please don't

make wait too long. Great read, great characters. Just perfect.
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